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Press Release
New Improved Dials for 7432 Combination Cabinet Lock

Seattle, WA, 12/12/15: The Combi-Cam Ultra by FJM Security Products now has improved, easier to read dials with
black background and white numbers.
The Combi-Cam Ultra Combination Cabinet Lock has up to
10,000 possible combinations available and master key
access, allowing for dual access with both keys and
combinations. The innovative combination cabinet lock is
perfect for lockers at fitness clubs, health centers,
universities, and athletic centers. The design offers
combination capabilities with innovative code retrieval
function. Combi-Cam Ultra Combination Locker Lock, made
of heavy duty die cast metal, offers higher security, pick
resistant keyways. The inverted combination locker lock is
ideal for locker applications, cabinets, drawers, storage, etc anywhere that needs the flexibility of combination retrieval or
multiple person access. The Combi-Cam Ultra may be
purchased from leading hardware distributors.






easy-to-use knob with distinct, user-friendly open
and close indicators, and no housing to rotate which
can deface surface
master key allows users to override the current
combination, and retrieve the current combination
fits a maximum material thickness of 7/8” and retrofits any standard cam lock
inverted combination locker lock comes in three cylinder lengths (5/8”, 7/8”, and 1-1/8”), and black finish
wide variety of straight and offset cams available for the inverted combination locker lock

FJM Security Products (www.fjmsecurity.com) specializes in resettable combination security devices, and other quality
hardware products in a manner that exceeds our customers’ expectations for value, service and innovation. Our other
innovative security products include the Combi-Cam Cabinet Locks, Padlockable Cam Locks, Combi-Ratchet
Combination Ratchet Locks, Combi-Bolt Combination Bolt Locks, SOBO High Security Padlocks, ShurLok and
KeyGuard Key Storage, HitchSafe, and other keyed cabinet locks. FJM Security Products is a division of Frank J. Martin
Company. Check out www.fjmsecurity.com/catalog for our new online product catalog.
To download high resolution images of our product, go to http://www.combi-cam.com/press/, click on the thumbnail and
the high resolution image will download.
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